Subject: Ogden Airport Temporary Tanker Base July 2 – August 15, 2019

Area of Concern: Hill Airtanker Base is Closed

Distribution: All Aviation Users

Discussion: Hill ATB is closed for runway construction. A temporary retardant base will be set up at Ogden-Hinckley Airport (KOGD), 3 miles NNW of Hill AFB. Loading will occur on the deice ramp along taxiway Alpha, just south of taxiway Charlie. The temporary base will have one operating pit and limited aircraft parking surrounding the ramp. The temporary base will be staffed daily from July 2 – August 15, 2019.

The ramp can accommodate LATs, but not VLATs. Aircraft will park in the pit with their nose positioned east or west, and entry and exit will depend on winds, traffic, and airport maintenance. BAE-146 and RJ-85 may require downloads due to runway length.

RWY 03/21: (8103’ x 150’)
Elevation: 4473 MSL
Asphalt/Grooved
Single Wheel: 85
Double Wheel: 150

Loading Pit:
Dimensions: 130’ x 145’
Surface: Concrete

Hazards: Flight training activity and parking east of the ramp. Ongoing Maintenance at KOGD airport, check NOTAMS frequently for taxiway and runway closure information. Large hangar south of the ramp, ensure wing tip clearance.

Frequency: 125.825

Base contact information: Ally Young (801) 884-7772 or allyson.b.young@usda.gov

/s/ Keith Raley
Chief, Aviation Safety, Training, Program Evaluations and Quality Management
DOI, Office of Aviation Services
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